
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 29 April 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Georgie H for determination in Lucid testing; Lacey S for determination, integrity 

and respect; Gabriella C for determination and trying her best in DEAR and TT Rockstars; Sky B for always showing 

our three core values in DEAR; Joel M for always showing integrity; Jonathon H for 100% of our core values in DEAR 

and TT Rockstars; Bethany E for always displaying our three core values; Sabrina C for always being kind and polite; 

Emil B for 100% of our core values in DEAR; Olivia M for always displaying our three core values in DEAR; Faye A 

and Mia E for always being kind, polite and respectful; Filip S and Jacob H for always being polite and respectful. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Aiden A for demonstrating a fantastic attitute towards his Science learning this 

week. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Naema A for showing amazimg contribution in Leap intervention; James H 

for demonstaring kindness with helping and supporting his friend this week; Barbara S for always working hard, 

and always being polite. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Rocco L for consistently making an effort to stay focused in science 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Freeman W, Remy B, Marcello S, Matthew T and Mazigh G for showing the 

value of determination by attending intervention for 6 week course and always giving 100% effort. Well done; 

Bethany E and Lacey S for showing the values of  integrity and respect by always being well mannered and 

respectful. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Maisie M for demonstrating brilliant determination during the first Morning 

Meeting of the term. Well done! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Tom L for always working hard, and always being polite in science. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Joel R and Olivia M for demonstrating our 3 core values in Science this week. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Faith S for demonstrating a fantastic attitute towards her Science learning 

this week. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Mazigh G and Lucas F for demonstrating determination and respect by trying 

hard in every lesson and showing a positive attitude; Alan B for demonstrating determination to succeed by always 

trying hard to improve his work. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 29 April 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Taqua A for showing all of our core values in Lexonik Advanced; Riley H and 

Charlie H for always being kind and respectful; Peter W and Damilola A for 100% of our core values in TT Rockstars; 

Josh R for integrity in TT Rockstars. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ava C for always working to the best of her ability in Science. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Princess A for being incredibly studious and delightfully kind; Liene Z for her 

relentless pursuit of knowledge. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Crystal R for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in 

intervention sessions. Well done; Daniel N for showing the values of integrity and respect by always being polite 

and well mannered. Well done; Stevie O for showing the value of integrity by always assisting during breakfast club; 

John M for showing the value of integrity by always assisting during breakfast club; Amy D and Damilola A for 

showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in intervention sessions. Well done! 

Miss Nelson & Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Peter W for showing the value of determination by always 

giving 100% effort in Morning Meeting. Well done! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Katie S for always giving 100 % in science; Juczas S for always showing 

determination in science. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Charlie H for always being incredibly helpful and possitive in English. 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate Joe B, Ismail Y, Charlie H, Harry J and Gian T for demonsating an excellent 

effort in Athletics 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Matthew A and Grace R for demonstrating our 3 core values in Science this 

week. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Ismail Y, Mia B, Grace P, Adam S, Daniel D, Thomas K, Hasna B, Ali B, Fin C, 

John M and Sonnie L for showing determination by working hard in Science.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 29 April 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Megan S for showing kindness to a year 7 pupil and always being polite. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Rama A for showing excellent contribution in Leap intervention. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Kyra S for being an exemplary student and having a fantastic attidude in science. 

Miss Nelson & Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Megan S for showing the value of determination by always 

giving 100% effort in morning meeting. Well done! 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Joseph S for brilliant determination in Science; Viesturs K for consistent effort 

and contribution in science. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Tony D for showing great determination in science; Oliver K for showing a 

massive improvement in science. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Grey E and Lucas D for demonstrating our 3 core values in Science this week. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Elleasia J, Libby J, Libbie W, Jeffery E, Reece D and Alexander G for always 

completing fantastic work in Geography. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Lewis A for showing determination and improving focus and engagement in 

DEAR. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 29 April 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Ellie O, Kian L, Kieran C, Kate D, Olivia A and Miller R for showing amazing 

contribution in Lexonik intervention. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Kyriakoula G for being incredibly studious and delightfully kind; Eva C for being 

a kind, empathetic and compassionate person; Bella B for always striving to create a supportive and wholesome 

atmosphere in lessons; Thomas W for being incredibly polite and demonstrating a thoughtful character. 

Mr Boardman would like to appreciate all the pupils who attended the MVP Program for taking part in the program 

and your efforts to make it a successful day. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Liv C, Elle M and James C for showing a positive attitude towards business. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Christopher N and Elise C for demonstrating our 3 core values in Science this 

week. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate David D for showing determination by working independently throughout a 

practical session in DT. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Alan G for showing determination in Science lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 29 April 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Matthew W for always being polite and respectful. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Sam C and Harrison S for showing amazing contribution in Lexonik 

intervention; John K and Emma H for showing excellent contribution in intervention. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Lewis C for consistent focus and determination in science. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Jamie O and Abigail V for demonstrating our 3 core values in Science this week. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Reece S for showing determination and integrity by giving maximum effort 

towards his coursework in DT. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Aiden B for showing determination and integrity by always attending 

additional Biology sessions. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Harry F for always completing his homework and giving 100%; Sophie H and 

Kaya M for always completing her homework and giving 100%. 

 


